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Eq leveling guide kunark

It's just nostalgia; The Kunark Express was a popular trip to the level when Kunark was new, but there are also better ways. It is based on all the new zones released in Kunark and will take you from 1 to 60 (yes, the level cap at the time). This guide can also be useful for people leveling progression on servers. The start was built around the Iksar newbie
zones: Lake Ill Omen (the most popular), Bonefield, No Hope Swamp and Warsliks Woods. The most popular were the Bone Field and LOIO - or Lake Ill Omen. In non-iksar, you are best advised to follow the usual leveling path from your home town to your teens, and then switch to LOIO, albeit the more adventurous ones, and not make your way to Cabilis
or Firiona Vie (a good city in its day) in high-level zones and then in the Field of Bone. I covered some side roads, but the main express route was: Field of Bone -&gt; Kurn's Tower -&gt; LOIO-&gt; Frontier Mountains / the Overthere-&gt; Dreadlands-&gt; Karnor Castle -&gt; Sebilis. Some zones that are not on the express route have become popular since the
leveling, and had a degree of success in the day: Chardok, Nurga, Droga, Howling Stones and the City of Mist. The Skyfire Mountains and Burning Woods were both popular for leveling outdoor zones, for example. My notes are entirely from memory, from the progress made in Luclin's early days. I'll review some after actually doing so after some new
characters(s). Field of Bone The starting levels, the most popular zone was Field of Bone. It's much harder to get to the no-iksar than LOIO. It also had the most beginner missions in iksars (although all the beginner zones had a few quests to work on, and the iksar weapon missions will take you all the way through all the starting zones). The area near
Cabilis is good from 1 to 5, and any character can bind in buildings. No-iksar had to take care of soldiers who recorded patrol roads through buildings, but easily pulled to safe bonding points (not so safe, after all). The pit was the initial target for most people as it matched past the first mob in Cabilis, although the area east of the pit and kurn tower towards
the Swamp of No Hope zone line could be just as productive. On the western side of the pit are some spider caves on the way to Warsliks Woods (about level 4-6). On the north side of the zone featured a much higher level of mob, and it is best to avoid the leveling. Kurns Tower Kurns was/is an amazing experience bonus and remains one of the best fast
leveling zones until TSS enter Blightfire Moors that's better even than the famous Paludal caves. Above ground, all mobs (almost all) skeletons. Enter at 8:00 or 9:00 and kill the two skeletons in the lobby, with a safe zone behind you, if things get too heavy. At the back entrance there was a secret wall entrance to a secure room (until he was trained). The
higher levels were just a little tougher, The harder quest mob on the top floor. You can easily get to 18 or 19 of the undead. The heavier mob was in the basement, with a mixture of meth and skeletons, and some highly sought-after rare drops of camp. Lake of Ill Omen As with Field of Bone, offers attachment points close to the city and good hunting for 1-10,
with the same risks, though never quite as popular at those levels. As he grew to the level, going further away from Cabilis towards the lake gave higher levels of mobs until the mid-teens could make their way to the windmill. The Sarnaks, iksars and saber-teeth and skeletons in that area take you deep into the 20s. Not far from the windmill is The Sarnak
Fortress, and from there to the east are the goblin tunnels. A group in that area would lead us to the '30s. Not many people took advantage of them, but the lake held some water goblins around the entrance to what is now Veksar; good about level 40, but the usual caveat of some mobs and slow spawns in the modern game also applies. Warsliks Woods
This is a less popular zone at low levels than loio, but good iksar has little competition not iksar: thanks to unfriendly terrain, iksar bandit camps and soldiers. The most popular campsite was the giant fortress of the low 20s; and the tunnels leading to Dalnir were viable in the 20s, although the density of the mob and the ratio of the respawn are too low for
modern equipment and gameplay changes. Frontier Mountains Another zone is a vast fortress (much of Kunark) in the Frontier Mountains; The main attraction is that forest loop, both a good stat element (from Kunark) and sells at 200pp to sellers. Frontier Mountains also has the entrance to Nurga and Droga. It was a bit embarrassing to achieve as I had to
get to a port dreadlands or a boat in the Overthere. The Overthere on the west side of overthere was a good low-level patch around the mud pit, although few seemed to know about it. Good characters had to take the boat to Oasis (?) and jump off and swim short before docking at the Overthere outpost. There was a place outside the outpost where you
could tie me up. But the reason the Overthere is on the Kunark Express road is due to the ledge; At the site in the north-east corner, near the Skyfire entrance was a group of 30-35 characters he could sit and pull mobs. Custom characters remain at 40 if they were careful about pulling the rhinos, saber-toothed and sarnaks. Dreadlands The primary place of
Dreadlands was the ledge around Karnor Castle. Several groups could sit there and pull into the open area. It was the best 35-45. There were some individual spots in the mountains that separated the hidden valley from the Karnor area - some tunnels of wild animals. Karnor Castle The downside of Karnor's (and it applies to howling stones too) is that
almost everything to kill here hurts the fraction of the Overthere outpost; This can be a big deal in evil races. This wasn't the kind of zone I used. so apart from the obvious two camps - left yard and right yard, I do not know much. Sebilis Sebilis was one of the glory of Kunark - and the other was Howling Stones. There are several options dungeon crawls,
some interesting lore, and many big drops - not forgetting the famous froglok flip animation casting. Perfect for 50-60 leveling. It was one of the key zones (the others were Howling Stones and Veeshan's Peak); The key was made by giving drops from the Froglok hunter and Froglok forager between Trakanon's teeth on the way to Sebilis and handing them
over to an iksar ghost in that zone. Once you pass the gates under the viaduct, follow the raised ridge to the edge of the city to the right until a fallen column crosses that edge (or just use the map). Turn to the buildings and follow the corridor to the globe and touch to enter Old Sebilis. You can fight your way past the first mob going down; turning left and to
the left again enters the exit passage a load (slightly higher level) golem. The first camp was to cross the middle bridge (three), towards the crypt. There were some scarabeus beetles and bekas that pull before the (closed) crypt, and you can pull the bridges in the area if that wasn't enough. From that central point, the bridge on the left took me to the disco,
and several camps were possible there. The bridge on the right was another section with several camps; all three areas were roughly the same level. For higher levels of mobs, jump into the water and follow the underwater tunnels to the prison. The prison itself is a notd higher level than in the entry areas, but through the prison it enters the myconid area,
with many winding passageways. What makes myconids hard is the number of healers (the Complete Heal), which makes some kills extremely long. Past the myconids you will find the juggs (sebilite juggernaut) - great golems, and many of them. This is the last camp in front of the Trakanon room, where there are many more juggs and a few other mobs.
Beware that running the juggs doesn't head that way as an accidental pull on Trakanon would be possible (if you're not camped for instant forgetting, that is). 03-27-2011, 09:53 Aviak Join Date: Jan 2011 Comments: 80 Kunark Level Guide Yo! I don't know, I have, guys, but my memory is rough when it comes to Kunark and level ranges/ZEMS. Can we
compile a guide here for zones and recommend levels / ZEMS? Woot! - M 03-27-2011, 11:38 Aviak Join Date: October 2010 Post: 98 Off top of my head: Skyfire - 50-60 Overthere - 15-22ish Northern Territory, 35-45 at the southern end of Charasis - 53-60 (key required) Warsilik's - 20-30, also has some iksar newbie area trash Dalnir - 25-40 (or higher) Field
of Bone - 1-15ish Kurn's - 10-20ish? Kaesora - 35-45 Emerald Jungle - 30-50 City of Mist - 35-52ish Burning Woods - 40-55 Chardok - 50-60 Lake of Ill Omen - 18-30, underwater goblins near veksar around level 35-40. Also iksar newbie zone. Border Mountains 25-40 Nurga - 25-45 Droga - 30-45, quite dangerous, although Swamp of No Hope - 1-25 Firiona
Vie - 20-35 Dreadlands - 37-50ish Karnor's - 50-60 Trakanon teeth - 40-55 Sebilis - 50-60 (key required) Veeshan's Peak - Raid zone, requires _____________________ Griz, Shaman Ogre of Rallos Zek 03-29-2011, 1:12 Sarnak Join Date: February 2011 Comment: 431 Is wound legitimate low 50 zone? I remember 53 was pretty much the lowest people
would go back to the classic. I assume 50 is not a problem with something like a priest or melee, but what about the others? It's a very fun zone, that's for sure. ___________________ Unli, magician at 50nd Teleport if the rules are all you use to determine what you need, or you don't have to do it, you're probably an a-hole-soup Hooden • Xegony Wizard '00
- '02 • &lt;Aeternus&gt;a SoD '06 - '07 03-29-2011, 1:40 Goblin Join Date: October 2009 Comments: 189 Seb rough 51, but it doesn't stop people from trying. And it can be done. 08-22-2011, 3:53 Planar Protector Join Date: February 2010 Location: The Desert Comments: 1134 if keyed both hs, and wound, any area lvl 51 shm is custom? I know someone
referred me to the game in a camp I could do hs, but I forgot what he said ___________________________ 08-23-2011, 4:13 PM Sarnak Join Date: June 2011 Comments: 200 FV easily one of the best zones ive found 38-46. 08-23-2011, 4:53 Aviak Join Date: February 2010 Location: Santa Rosa, CA Comments: 93 Quote: Originally Posted by bakkily
[You must log in to view pictures. Sign in or sign up.] if you keyed both hs, and wound, in areas lvl 51 shm can be alone? I know someone referred me to the game in a camp I could do hs, but I forgot what a 51 shaman couldn't do alone with the wound, it might be 1-2 in the ent mob of HS though. I wouldn't recommend it until you're cured. CoM blob hut was
good for 51, I make until 52-53. KC is good laying around even then and it's very easy to be in a group. __________________ Obliv Shadowslayer, 54. &lt;Divinity&gt; Next topic »Posting Rules You Can't Post New Threads You May Not Post Responses You May Not Be To Post Attachments You May Not Be Editing Your Posts HTML Code Out Every Time
GMT -4. Time is now 14:09.&lt;/Divinity&gt; &lt;/Aeternus&gt;
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